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ABSTRACT In this paper, a design scheme of automatic carrier landing system (ACLS) control law
based on compensating states and dynamic inversion is proposed, in order to eliminate landing risk and
air wake disturbance and improve flight quality during landing. First of all, the mathematical model for
an aircraft during carrier landing is established and transformed into a low-order linear perturbed model
with the involved state variables, which denotes the reference model. Second, a high-dimension field of
the landing risk is addressed, which reflects the current and the potential risk degrees due to the subjective
prediction of the pilots. The coefficients of the landing risk field are established based on a pilot behavioral
model. Third, a concept of compensating states is proposed by this paper. On one hand, the compensating
states of the air wake disturbance are estimated from the nonlinear and reference models. On the other
hand, the compensating states of the landing risk are composed of the high-dimension risk field. Fourth,
automatic carrier landing control law is built with the compensating states of air wake and landing risk,
nonlinear dynamic inversion, and feedback signals of the flight states. In the rolling optimization progress,
the landing risk, air wake, and nonlinear factors of flight states are dynamically introduced to control the state
deviations and suppress landing risk. Test results based on a semi-physical simulation platform indicate that
the proposed algorithm brings about an excellent landing performance and an ability to eliminate landing
risk and air wake.

INDEX TERMS Automatic carrier landing system, nonlinear dynamic inverse, compensating states, landing
risk, air wake.

I. INTRODUCTION
The terminal carrier approach of a carrier-based aircraft is
filled with risks and dangers, which are induced by the
disturbance of air wake, carrier movement, and any other
hardly predicted influential factors. Especially, the air wake
seriously affects the safety of aircraft landing. Air wake is
a kind of moving airflow across the carrier, composed of
free-air turbulence, the steady component, the periodic com-
ponent, and random component. By now, the recovery of an
aircraft aboard a carrier is mainly completed by human pilots.
However, artificial landing, i.e., carrier landing completed
by manual control, is still a difficult task for most excellent
pilots, because it is heavily influenced by visibility, deck
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swing, psychological fluctuations, mental stress, and so on.
More than 70% of fatal aviation accidents are due to the poor
judgment of pilots [1]. Between 2011 and 2012, there are
11 Class-A mishaps in U.S. Navy due to incorrect decision
and controls of the human pilots [2]. Especially in difficult
sea conditions, the destructive collision accidents are easily
caused by abnormal controls of pilots [3]. In 1960s, ACLS
provided the capability for U.S. Navy automatic hands-off
landing [4], and it is improved for some times [5]. Compared
with the artificial landing, automatic landing not only reduce
the stress of human pilots from the complex manipulating
circumstance, but also maintain high precision in the rough
sea condition. Therefore, the automatic landing technology
is the development trend for the carrier-based aircrafts.

Control algorithm is the core technology in ACLS, which
is designed through different methods by the scholars.
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Urnes and Hess [5] adopt a classic ACLS control method,
in which the inner, middle, and outer loops of a typical
ACLS structure is addressed based on a proportion integra-
tion differentiation (PID) method. It is worth mentioning that
the sink rate and normal acceleration are reacted on main
loop of ACLS. The robust characteristics and performances
are analyzed in the time- and frequency-domains in detail.
PID method is widely utilized to develop ACLS control law,
such as in [6] and [7]. Especially, the structures and control
patterns in [5]–[7] inspire the present paper. With the devel-
opment of other control methods, scholars are attempting to
construct new structure for ACLS control laws. Lungu and
Lungu [8], [9] introduce H−∞ and dynamic inversion to
reduce crosswind disturbance and sensor errors. The refer-
ence model of aircraft landing and safety envelope in this
literature are rarely researched by other references. Neural
network (NN) manifests excellent performance in dealing
with nonlinear model. Reference [10] integrated NN and
PID to construct control law in the control law for glide
slope and flare. Regrettably, the method is suitable for land-
based aircraft, lacking the consideration of the deck motion,
air wake disturbance, and other special conditions. Refer-
ence [11] establishes a guidance law of the lateral landing
by NN, which controls the aircraft to automatically lineup
with the trajectory. The sliding mode control is also a pop-
ular method to solve nonlinear problem. The sliding mode
control with a fuzzy controller is integrated to design an
ACLS control law, which is superior to the conventional PID
method [12]. Likewise, Reference [13]–[15] adopted back-
stepping technology with other intelligent control methods to
reject uncertainty of the landing model. Zhen et al. proposed
a preview control to establish an autolanding controller in
longitudinal and lateral directions [16]. Wang et al. adopted
a trajectory tracking method based on robust fuzzy theory
and adaptive neural control [17], [18], in which the stability
analysis of the closed-loop system inspires the present paper.
Some researchers adopt model predictive control (MPC) [19],
quantitative feedback theory [20], brain storm optimiza-
tion [21], and pigeon− inspired optimization [22]. However,
the aforementioned methods only focus on the special prob-
lems, such as control precision and uncertainties of landing
model, which indicates that they lack the abilities of solving
the general problems.

By contrast, the nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI)
method is not only an excellent option to solve the general
problems, but also easy to be improved with the auxiliary
strategies. In some previous research works, the NDI method
has been used to design the nonlinear ACLS control law.
Lungu et al. utilizes NDI and H−∞ to establish a lateral
automatic landing system [23], which is skilled in eliminating
sensor errors and wind disturbance. Reference [24] proposes
an incremental NDI method with a Kalman filter to predict
the wind turbulence. Reference [25] establishes an innovative
motion model for the aircraft based on NDI, which could
reduce different kinds of wind turbulence. Reference [26]
designs an automatic landing control law for the impaired

aircraft based on feedback linearization. However, the most
affecting parameter, such as the wind disturbance, is not con-
sidered. Reference [27] integrates fuzzy-logic and dynamic
inversion to reduce the crosswind during landing. Partic-
ularly, some local stability and control characteristics are
analyzed in detail. Zhao et al. introduced the nonlinear con-
trol methods based on adaptive backstepping technique and
fuzzy hierarchical sliding-mode control in detail [28], [29].
The adaptive control thought in these references enlightens
this paper. Reference [30] proposes a nonlinear generalized
dynamic inversion to construct a model of tracking desired
trajectory, and the analysis of algorithm stability is rigorously
presented. However, there are some disadvantages to estab-
lish ACLS control law on basis of the traditional NDI. First,
the coupling between longitudinal direction and lateral direc-
tion is seldom researched in the previous literature. Second,
the control methods proposed by the previous scholars hardly
consider the air wake and different landing risk conditions.

Landing risk is one of the most important safety issues
about the landing process. Many scholars analyze and estab-
lish the landing risk model in different viewpoints. Lux-
hoj [31] proposes a probability model of landing risk for
the unmanned aircraft system (UAS) based on Bayesian
network. Identification of risk parameters and correlation
analysis of risk factors are characteristic in this literature.
Tian and Lungu [32] developed a landing risk comprising
mishap probability, time margin, and mishap severity. Refer-
ence [33] concludes the previous research achievement about
UAS landing risk, and analyzes the similarity and differences
of 33 landing risk models. Reference [34] concludes 21 fac-
tors affecting landing risk from 293 quick access recorders,
and establishes a regression model of operations and land-
ing performance based on flight parameter characteristics
of landing risk. Other risk models include Pareto distribu-
tion [35], system-theoretic process analysis [36], risk prob-
ability theory [37], and so on. It is noted that the satisfaction
index of the pilots is one of the most important evaluation
indices in the U.S. military standard, but the previous land-
ing risk models seldom consider the feeling and perception
of the pilots. In another aspect, the previous risk model is
hardly introduced into the automatic landing system. Some
scholars specially research the method to estimate the wind
velocities. A Kalman filter theory is utilized to estimate wind
speed components [38]. It is a pity that the instantaneous
components of air wake cannot be acquired by this way,
so this method does not fit for designing the disturbance
estimator for ACLS. However, the thought of reference data
inspires the present paper to establish a reference model.
A novel moving horizon controller is designed to estimate
wind velocities [39]. However, the estimate of lateral wind
velocity is limited, and the nonlinear problem in real time is
not considered. The discrete sampling form is utilized by the
present paper to deal with the continuous signals.

The whole landing process is full of complex influences.
However, the traditional ACLS control law usually reduces
the air wake disturbance and deals with landing nonlinearity
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based on the stability of control system. In addition, the land-
ing risk is seldom considered in the design of ACLS control
law. Therefore, it is valuable to design an innovative ACLS
control law, specially dealing with disturbances, nonlinearity,
and landing risk. This paper proposes an innovative NDI
method, which considers the landing risk and the air wake
disturbance, and guarantees the high performance. According
to Reference [5], the step of autopilot in F/A-18 is 50 ms,
and the simulated step in this paper is adopted 20 ms. The
algorithm proposed by this paper can eliminate the landing
risk and disturbance in real time. The structure of this paper
is shown by Fig. 1. The landing model of F/A-18 aircraft
integrated with the longitudinal and lateral directions is estab-
lished on the basis of numerical software, which is the model
foundation of this paper. An air wake estimator based on the
reference model is built to predict the air wake states. A high-
dimension field of the landing risk is brought forward based
on pilots’ experiences. The compensating states of the air
wake and landing risk are designed, which are introduced to
the NDI control structure to establish ACLS control law.

FIGURE 1. Structure of the present paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
a nonlinear landing model of the F/A-18 aircraft in the lon-
gitudinal and lateral directions is established. Furthermore,
a linear reference model is also built based on the equilib-
rium states. In section 3, an estimator of air wake during
landing is designed based on the reference model. A high-
dimension field of landing risk is developed in section 4.
The control principle and structure of a novel NDI with the
compensating states is described in section 5. Some simula-
tions on a semi-physical platform are presented in section 6.
Section 7 concludes the whole paper.

II. LANDING MODEL OF CARRIER-BASED AIRCRAFT
Reference [40], [41] describe the nonlinear landing model
and the flight test data of F/A-18 Hornet aircraft in the
longitudinal and lateral directions, which provide some very
valuable information, including the form of nonlinear landing
functions, aerodynamic parameter, and control surface and
actuator configurations of F/A-18. Parameters of F/A-18 in
this paper are referred to Reference [40], [41]. As the same
landing model of Reference [41] is utilized here, this paper

adopts the same presentation for the motion equations of
F/A-18 as Reference [41]. A six degree of freedom 9-state
mathematical model for the F/A-18 aircraft is presented by
the following:

V̇ =−
1
m
(D cosβ−Y sinβ)+g(cosφ cos θ sinα cosβ

+ sinφ cos θ sinβ − sin θ cosα cosβ)

+
T
m

cosα cosβ

α̇ = −
1

mV cosβ
L + q− tanβ(p cosα + r sinα)

+
g

V cosβ
(cosφ cos θ cosα + sinα sin θ )

−
T sinα
mV cosβ

β̇ =
1
mV

(Y cosβ + D sinβ)+ p sinα − r cosα

+
g
V

cosβ sinφ cos θ +
sinβ
V

(g cosα sin θ

− g sinα cosφ cos θ +
T
m

cosα)

(1)ṗq̇
ṙ

 =
 Izz/k 0 Ixz/k

0 1/Iyy 0
Ixz/k 0 Ixx/k

 lm
n


−

 0 −r q
r 0 −p
−q p 0

 Ixx 0 −Ixz
0 Iyy 0
−Ixz 0 Izz

pq
r


(2)φ̇θ̇

ψ̇

 =
1 sinφ tan θ cosφ tan θ
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ sec θ cosφ sec θ

pq
r

 (3)

where, landing states in longitudinal direction are: approach
velocity V , angle of attack (AOA) α, pitch angle θ , and pitch
rate q. Landing states in lateral direction are: sideslip angle β,
roll angle φ, yaw angle ψ , roll rate p, and yaw rate r . Ixx , Iyy
and Izz are the moment of inertia around the corresponding
coordinate axis. Ixz is multiplication cross of product. k =
IxxIzz − I2xz. T denotes thrust.
D, L and Y are the aerodynamic drag force, lift force and

side force, andMr ,Mt andMn are roll moment, pitch moment
and yaw moment, which can be shown below:

D = q̄SCD(α, β, δs)
L = q̄SCL(α, β, δs)
Y = q̄SCY (α, β, δa, δr )
Mr = q̄SbCL(α, β, δa, δr , p, r,V )
Mt = q̄SCL(α, δs, q,V )
Mn = q̄SbCn(α, β, δa, δr , p, r,V )

(4)

where, δs, δa and δr are the deflection angle of stabilator, rud-
der and aileron, respectively. In this paper, it is noted that the
aileron and stabilator are the direct actuators in the lateral and
longitudinal loops, respectively. In other words, the positions
on the lateral and longitudinal planes are controlled by the
aileron and stabilator, respectively. The rudder is introduced
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into the lateral loop, but it does not directly control the lateral
position.

The air wake is an important effect factor for the air-
craft landing. The air wake component is not included in
Eqs. (1)-(3), and the air wake cannot be directly measured
due to randomness. Furthermore, the aircraft may descend
caused by the air wake during landing, and this situation is
very dangerous nearby the carrier stern. To this end, this paper
adopts a reference model to estimate the air wake, which
provides the air wake states for ACLS. The reference model
is established according to the following two principles:

(1) The reference model is a low-order and linear model
to guarantee the computation speed, and the output of
the reference model does not lag behind the output of
nonlinear landing model.

(2) The reference model must sufficiently reflect the accu-
rate disturbance of the air wake.

Therefore, this paper establishes a linear landing model based
on the equilibrium states, which is treated as the reference
model of F/A-18 aircraft. The equilibrium states are the fol-
lowing [42]: Vt = 69.9 m/s, αt = 8.3 deg, θt = 4.9 deg,
qt = 0 deg/s, βt = 0 deg, φt = 0 deg/s, ψt = 0 deg/s,
pt = 0 deg/s, rt = 0 deg/s. The subscript t represents the
landing states are equilibrium ones. Through the trim function
in Matlab tools, the linear landing model of the aircraft can
be represented as follows:{

ẋ = Ax + Bu
y = Cx + Du

(5)

where, A, B, C and D are the system matrices, which are not
described here due to the space limitation.

The equation above is a linear and low-order description.
The order of reference model is less than that of the nonlinear
landing model, thus it calculates the reference signals quickly
and does not delay the simulation time. The reference model
is evaluated near the equilibrium states, and could represent
the landing characteristics. The model of Eq. (5) will be intro-
duced to estimate the immeasurable air wake disturbance. It is
assumed by this paper that the landing states in Eqs. (1)-(3)
can be observed and measured, which are directly utilized in
the structure of NDI controller.

III. AIR WAKE ESTIMATOR BASED ON
REFERENCE MODEL
The air wake is inevitable during the carrier-based aircraft
landing. Great measures have been taken to eliminate the
influences of air wake in the previous literatures. This paper
will design an air wake estimator to calculate the veloc-
ity components of air wake, which are introduced into the
ACLS control loops and increase the robust characteristic of
ACLS [43], [44]. As the reference model is the linearized
model of nonlinear landing model under the condition of
equilibrium states, the air wake estimator is based on the
nonlinear landing model and the reference model. It is note

that the principle of estimating in this paper is suitable under
the condition of equilibrium states.

The approach velocity components Vxg, Vygand Vzgin
ground coordinate system could be represented below:VxgVyg

Vzg

 = TgbTba

V0
0

 (6)

where, Tgb and Tba are respective transformation matrices
from body coordinate system to ground coordinate system,
and wind coordinate system to body coordinate system.

The principle of estimating air wake disturbance is shown
by Fig. 2. In order to conveniently simulate in the subsequent
sections and illustrate the principle of air wake estimator, this
paper adopts the discrete-time states and updates states of the
nonlinear and linear landing model every 20 ms. The time
index is represented by k .

FIGURE 2. The principle of estimating air wake disturbance.

The inputs of the nonlinear and linear landing model
include the landing states x(k) from the previous outputs
of nonlinear model and the current action of the actuators
u(k). What’s more, the air wake components from an air
wake module [45] are put into the nonlinear model, and these
disturbances are unknown variables for the linear model.
Therefore, under the condition of the same initial states and
actuator actions, the air wake can be estimated based on the
differences between the nonlinear and linear landing model
outputs at step k + 1. It is noted that:
(1) y = h(x) means the output of the nonlinear landing

model in the figure below.
(2) The estimator starts from the second step, because the

linear landing model needs an input from the output of
the nonlinear landing model.

In ground coordinate system, the velocity components
from the nonlinear landing model and the reference model
are [Vxgr ,Vygr ,Vzgr ] and [Vxgf ,Vygf ,Vzgf ]. The components
of the air wake disturbanceVxair , Vyair and Vzair could be
described below:VxairVyair

Vzair

 =
Vxgr − VxgfVygr − Vygf
Vzgr − Vzgf

 (7)

The equation above estimates the air wake disturbance, which
will be introduced into NDI control structure as one of the
compensating states.
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Remark 1: The estimating principle of the air wake is
proposed based on the nonlinear and linear landing models,
and the air wake estimator can provide the disturbance com-
ponents for the following control law algorithm.

IV. HIGH-DIMENSION FIELD OF LANDING RISK BASED
ON RANDOM PROBABILITY
In many previous literatures, the deviations of the landing
states are directly considered as the landing risk, which is
unreasonable, and there are two disadvantages about it:
(1) The same landing states in different positions may

result in different risk. For example, if there is
−2 degrees pitch deviation on the higher position or
lower position, the lower condition is more dangerous.

(2) The different landing states in different positions may
result in same risk. For example, if there are −6 m/s
and −3 m/s velocity deviations in the 1200 m and
400 m approach distances, both conditions have the
same dangerous levels.

The descriptions above are so complex and nonlinear that it
is hard to use a mathematic deviation to describe the landing
risk. Inspired by the artificial landing process, this paper
intends to establish a landing risk based on experiences of
the pilots. The judgment and decision in the subjectivity of
pilots could reflect the complexity of the influence factors,
variability of the dynamic disturbance, and nonlinearity of
the landing risk. In addition, flying quality decided by the
satisfaction from the artificial pilots is an important index in
ACLS control law. This paper describes the landing state risks
by the probability density, as follows:

f (x) =
1

√
2πσx

exp(−
(x − µx)2

2σ 2
x

) (8)

where, f (x) is the danger level perceived by the pilots’
subjectivity. µx and σx are the mean and variance of the
landing state deviations. Based on many simulations through
the pilot behavioral model, µx and σx of the corresponding
landing states can be acquired. This paper proposes a high-
dimension field of landing risk, which are constituted by
the corresponding landing state risks on the different three-
dimension positions. According to the description of normal
distribution, this paper describes the danger levels of cor-
responding landing state deviations based on µx and σx of
normal distribution. Since 99.74% possibilities are included
in the interval [−3σ, 3σ ], this paper divides σx into 10 parts
from 0.3σx to 3.0σx .

The pilots’ behavioral model in [3] is introduced by this
paper, and 100 landing experiments are executed. It is noted
that 100 different kinds of pilots based on Reference [3] are
chosen in the experiments, and the levels of pilot include
Level-S and Level-A, which can represent high capability of
excellent pilots. However, capability indices of each pilot
from Level-S and Level-A are different, which can provide
better diversity of the results. The initial conditions of exper-
iments are: the initial vertical deviation (m) is [−20, 20],
the initial lateral deviation (m) is [−20, 20], the approach

velocity (m/s) is [50], [80], the pitch angle (deg) is [3], [7],
the roll angle (deg) is [−10, 10], the sink rate (m/s) is [2, 6],
and the drift rate (m/s) is [−3, 3]. It is noted that the states
above are all stochastic parameters to traverse all kinds of
conditions. A serial of landing state curves with approach
distance can be got from the simulation. The danger levels fig-
ure of the corresponding landing state deviations are shown
by different colors in the figures below.

FIGURE 3. Vertical deviation danger level figure.

FIGURE 4. Lateral deviation danger level figure.

Noticing that there are several landing states in the longi-
tudinal and lateral loops, each landing danger level is rep-
resented by a three-dimension figure, and all the landing
danger levels construct the whole high-dimension field of
landing risk. The probabilities of landing state P(X ,Y ,Z ) are
described as follows

P(X ,Y ,Z ) = kdist

∫ X

0

∫ Y

0

∫ Z

0
f (tx)g(ty)h(tz)dtxdtydtz (9)

where, f (tx) is the probability density of lateral deviation.
g(ty) is the probability density of vertical deviation. It is
noted that h(tz) is the probability density of other certain one
state deviation, which is one of the velocity deviation, roll
angle deviation, pitch angle deviation, sink rate deviation,
and drift rate deviation. The equation above proposed by
this paper aims to establish some three-dimension landing
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FIGURE 5. Pitch angle deviation danger level figure.

FIGURE 6. Roll angle deviation danger level figure.

risk field, which have the same x-axis (lateral deviation) and
y-axis (vertical deviation), and z-axis is other certain one
state deviation (roll angle deviation, or pitch angle deviation,
and so on). X , Y , Z are respectively the random variable of
lateral deviation, vertical deviation, and other certain one state
deviation. kdist is a linear coefficient of the approach distance
in this paper. According to the principle of the triple integral
in the calculus, Eq. (9) represents the danger probability
based on the three landing state deviatons (X , Y , Z ). The
weighting parameter kdist represents the landing risk in differ-
ent distance. Therefore, the landing risk model is established
by the foundation of mathematics. Based on the simulations
above, a serial of three-dimension figures with approach
distance, lateral deviation or vertical deviation, and other cer-
tain one state deviation are acquired. These three-dimension
figures structure a quantized high-dimension field of landing
risk. When approach distance is 1000 m, this paper chooses
two typical landing state risks (velocity and pitch angle) to
show below.

As shown by the figures above, the axes of three-dimension
figures are: (1) approach distance; (2) vertical deviation or
lateral deviation; (3) pitch angle deviation or velocity devia-
tion. According to the simulation above and state deviation
probabilities, this paper normalizes the danger levels, and
utilizes different colors to represent the danger levels. The
landing risk is belong to [0.05, 0.95]. Though the landing risk

FIGURE 7. Velocity risk with lateral and vertical position deviations.

FIGURE 8. Pitch angle risk with lateral and vertical position deviations.

is constituted by current landing states, the future condition of
landing risk is considered due to the subjective perception of
pilots. In addition, the fuzzy logic decision from the pilots can
provide nonlinear landing risk based on subjective percep-
tion. This paper defines the compensating state of the landing
risk xf , mapped from corresponding landing risk value. xf is
defined as follows:

xf =Wlandx

=


WV 0 0 0 −(WVz/ sin λ)Vz
0 Wφ 0 0 0
0 0 Wθ 0 0
0 0 0 WVy 0

−(sin γ )WVV 0 0 0 WVz




V
φ

θ

Vy
Vz


(10)

where,Wland is the landing risk about corresponding landing
state, comprised by WV , Wφ , Wθ , WVy , and WVz . Noted that
off-diagonal nonzero elements of matrix Wland associated
with V and Vz are due to Vz = V sin γ . xf will be introduced
into the following NDI control structure.
Remark 2: The high-dimension landing risk model is

established based on the subjective perception of the pilot
behavior model. The real-time landing risk is supplied by the
landing risk model for the ACLS control loops.
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FIGURE 9. The control structure of this paper.

V. AN INNOVIATION NDI WITH COMPENSATING STATES
In this paper, there are four control loops, which are approach
power compensate system (APCS) loop, position loop, atti-
tude angle loop, and attitude angle rate loop. The APCS loop
controls the approach velocity, and other loops integrated
control the position and attitude of the aircraft. The control
structure figure of this paper is shown below.

The loops above all include the corresponding dynamic
inversions and controllers. The inversions are comprised by
the landing states on the longitudinal and lateral planes,
and all loops integrated consider the longitudinal and lateral
coupling. Meanwhile, the reference model estimates the air
wake disturbance, and the compensating states of air wake
are introduced into the position loop and APCS loop. The
high-dimension landing risk field calculates the landing risk
in real time, and the compensating states of landing risk are
introduced into the position loop, attitude angle loop, and
APCS loop. All the loops not only introduce the nonlinear
inversions of all directions, but also consider landing risk
and air wake disturbance. Therefore, the control thought of
this paper is more effective than some previous literatures.
The controller structure and control parameters of each loop
are independently designed, and the stable inner loop is the
foundation of the outer loop.

A. CONTROL OF APCS LOOP
APCS is the basic control system in ACLS, and maintains
the nearly constant approach velocity for the aircraft dur-
ing landing. The approach velocity is the feedback state
of APCS in this paper. In the previous references, most of
APCS control laws are only comprised by the longitudinal
states without considering the lateral states. However, the roll
angle may decrease the approach velocity, and even results in
the instability of AOA. If this phenomenon happens under
the condition of short approach distance, there are fewer
possibilities to wave off for the aircraft. This paper designs
a nonlinear inversion, which comprehensively considers the
coupling of the longitudinal and lateral landing states and
introduces the compensating state of landing risk. According

to Eq. (1), the thrust can be represented as follows:

T =
m

cosα cosβ
(
1
m
(D cosβ − Y sinβ)

+ g(cosφ cos θ sinα cosβ + sinφ cos θ sinβ

− sin θ cosα cosβ)+ V̇ ) (11)

This paper defines 1V , as follows:

1V = Vcmd − V − Vf − Vxair (12)

where, Vcmd is the command of approach velocity, Vf is a
compensating state about approach velocity from landing risk
field. Vxair is the longitudinal component of air wake, which
is introduced into the APCS loop as the compensating state
about velocity from air wake estimator. An auxiliary control
RV is introduced in this paper, which is the control outputs of
a PID controller for the signal 1V . The function of RV is to
eliminate 1V , and the control law of APCS is below:

T =
m

cosα cosβ
(
1
m
(D cosβ − Y sinβ)

+ g(cosφ cos θ sinα cosβ + sinφ cos θ sinβ

− sin θ cosα cosβ)+ RV − V̇f − V̇xair ) (13)

The thrust description is a nonlinear equation, including
several landing states in the longitudinal and lateral direc-
tions. In order to control the thrust by RV , this paper defines
the inversion of APCS, and introduces it into the control
structure to eliminate the nonlinear factors. The diagram of
control principle for APCS is as follows.

FIGURE 10. Diagram of control principle for APCS.

In Fig. 10, the approach velocity inversion is from Eq. (13).
Meanwhile, the compensating state of current landing risk
is introduced into the control structure, so that APCS could
reduce the landing risk caused by the velocity.

B. CONTROL OF ATTITUDE ANGLE RATE LOOP
According to Eqs. (2) and (4), the attitude angle rates can be
represented by the following equations:[

ṗ
q̇
ṙ

]
=

[
Izz/k 0 Ixz/k
0 1/Iyy 0

Ixz/k 0 Ixx/k

]Mr
Mt
Mn


−

[
0 −r q
r 0 −p
−q p 0

][
Ixx 0 −Ixz
0 Iyy 0
−Ixz 0 Izz

][
p
q
r

])
(14)
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Mr
Mt
Mh

 = M (α, β, p, q, r,V )

δsδa
δr

+ N (α, β, p, q, r,V )

(15)

where, M (α, β, p, q, r,V ) and N (α, β, p, q, r,V ) are the
polynomials of the corresponding landing states, and they are
both invertible matrices. For the simply, M (α, β, p, q, r,V )
and N (α, β, p, q, r,V ) are represented by M and N below.
The commands of attitude angle rate are pcmd , qcmd and

rcmd . Meanwhile,1p,1q and1r are the differences between
the attitude angle rate and corresponding commands. The
following equation is satisfied.1p1q

1r

 =
 pcmd − pqcmd − q
rcmd − r

 (16)

The auxiliary controls are defined as Rp, Rq and Rr in this
paper, and they are the control outputs of three PID controllers
for the signals 1p, 1q and 1r . Therefore, δs, δa and δr can
be represented by the following equation:δsδa

δr

 = M−1

Mr
Mt
Mn

− N +
RpRq
Rr

 (17)

As shown by Eq. (17), the description of δs, δa and δr
is comprised with all the landing states. This paper designs
dynamic inversions of roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate, and
the diagram of control principle for attitude angle rates is
shown below.

FIGURE 11. Diagram of control principle for attitude angle rates.

In Fig. 11, the dynamic inversion of the landing states is
from Eq. (17), which includes the longitudinal and lateral
landing states, and the controller ofRp,Rq andRr is separately
designed. Therefore, coupling of longitudinal and lateral are
integrated considered so that the control accuracy can be
guaranteed and the system robust is increased at the same
time.

C. CONTROL OF ATTITUDE ANGLE LOOP
The attitude angles of the F/A−18 during include pitch, yaw
and roll angles. However, the sideslip angle is an impor-
tant variable in the lateral loop, which needs to be directly
concerned and controlled. Therefore, the sideslip angle is
considered in the control loop of attitude angles in this paper.

Considering the special feather of yaw angle in the lateral
loop, this paper will detailed described the control of yaw
angle in the next section, and the NDI structure of the attitude
angles include roll, pitch, and sideslip angles. The attitude
angles could be described:

φ̇θ̇
β̇

=
 1 sinφ tan θ cosφ tan θ

0 cosφ − sinφ
sinα 0 − cosα


pq
r

+
00
P


P =

1
mV

(Y cosβ + D sinβ)+
g
V

cosβ sinφ cos θ

+
sinβ
V

(g cosα sin θ − g sinα cosφ cos θ +
T
m

cosα)

(18)

The commands of attitude angle are φcmd , θcmd , and βcmd .
Meanwhile,1φ,1θ , and1β are the differences between the
attitude angle and corresponding commands. The following
equation is satisfied.1φ1θ

1β

 =
φcmd − φ − φfθcmd − θ − θf

βcmd − β

 (19)

where, φf and θf are the compensating state about roll and
pitch angles from the landing risk field.

The auxiliary controls for the attitude angles are defined as
Rφ , Rθ , and Rβ in this paper, and they are the control outputs
of three PID controller for1φ,1θ , and1β. Therefore, pcmd ,
qcmd , and rcmd can be represented:pcmdqcmd

rcmd

 =
 1 sinφ tan θ cosφ tan θ

0 cosφ − sinφ
sinα 0 − cosα

−1

×

RφRθ
Rβ

−
00
P

 (20)

The control principle for attitude angles is shown below.
The control structure of attitude angles proposed by this

paper is different from the previous literatures: (1) The
sideslip angle is introduced into the control targets so that it
can be directly controlled; (2) The compensating states about
φ and θ from the landing risk field is introduced into the
control targets so that the state deviations and landing risk
are both eliminated.

D. CONTROL OF POSITION LOOP
The vertical position and lateral position are controlled
through changing pitch angle and roll angle, respectively.
However, if the yaw angle is not considered, the lateral
position of the aircraft is likely out of control due to sudden
changes of the side force of the aircraft. Hence, the yaw angle
in the process of lateral position loop is introduced in this
paper, so that the stability of lateral loop can be maintained.
According to Eq. (3), the following equation is satisfied:

ψ̇ = q sec θ sinφ + r sec θ cosφ (21)
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The equation above is linearized under the condition of φt ,
so ψ̇ could be represented by the following:

ψ̇ = q sec θ sinφt + r sec θ cosφt
+ (q sec θ cosφt − r sec θ sinφt )(φ − φt ) (22)

This paper defines the auxiliary control about the attitude
angles Rψ , and the command of roll angle φcmd is:

φcmd =
Rψ − (q sec θ sinφt + r sec θ cosφt )

(q sec θ cosφt − r sec θ sinφt )
+ φt (23)

According to the equation above, the changing rates of
aircraft position in the vertical and lateral directions in the
ground coordinate system Ṗyg and Ṗzg can be described as:

Ṗyg = F(ψ) = (V cos θ cosβ cosα + V sinφ sin θ sinβ
+V cosφ sin θ cosβ sinα) sinψ + (V cosφ sinβ
−V sinφ cosβ sinα) cosψ

Ṗzg = G(θ ) =−V cosβ cosα sin θ+(V sinφ sinβ
+V cosφ cosβ sinα) cos θ

(24)

It is assumed that the equilibrium roll and pitch angles are
ψt and θt , and the roll and pitch angles could be described by
equilibrium and difference of them, as follows:{

ψ = ψt +1ψ

θ = θt +1θ
(25)

Given to Eq. (25), Eq. (24) could be rewritten as follows:

Ṗyg = (V cos θ cosβ cosα + V sinφ sin θ sinβ
+V cosφ sin θ cosβ sinα) sin(ψt +1ψ)
+(V cosφ sinβ − V sinφ cosβ sinα) cos(ψt +1ψ)

Ṗzg = −V cosβ cosα sin(θt +1θ )+ (V sinφ sinβ
+V cosφ cosβ sinα) cos(θt +1θ )

(26)

Ṗyg and Ṗyg could be linearized under the condition of ψt
and θt , and the following equations are satisfied:

Ṗyg = F(ψt )+
∂F
∂ψ

∣∣∣∣
ψ=ψt

(ψ − ψt )

Ṗzg = G(θt )+
∂G
∂θ

∣∣∣∣
θ=θt

(θ − θt )
(27)

The position deviations of the aircraft in the lateral and
vertical directions are described as 1Pyg and 1Pzg:[
1Pyg
1Pzg

]
=

[
Pyg−cmd − Pyg −

∫ t
0 Vyf (τ )dτ −

∫ t
0 Vyair (τ )dτ

Pzg−cmd − Pzg −
∫ t
0 Vzf (τ )dτ −

∫ t
0 Vzair (τ )dτ

]
(28)

The auxiliary control for the aircraft positions are defined
as RPy and RPz in this paper, which means the control outputs

of two PID controller for 1Pyg and 1Pzg. The commands of
yaw angle ψcmd and pitch angle θcmd are:

ψcmd = ψt +
RPy − H1(ψt )

H2(ψt )

θcmd = θt −
RPz + J1(θt )

J2(θt )

(29)



H1(ψt ) = (V cos θ cosβ cosα + V sinφ sin θ sinβ
+V cosφ sin θ cosβ sinα) sinψt
+ (V cosφ sinβ − V sinφ cosβ sinα) cosψt

H2(ψt ) = (V cos θ cosβ cosα + V sinφ sin θ sinβ
+V cosφ sin θ cosβ sinα) cosψt
− (V cosφ sinβ − V sinφ cosβ sinα) sinψt

J1(θt ) = V cosβ cosα sin θt
− (V sinφ sinβ + V cosφ cosβ sinα) cos θt

J2(θt ) = V cosβ cosα cos θt
+ (V sinφ sinβ + V cosφ cosβ sinα) sin θt

(30)

The diagram of control principle for positions is below.
The dynamic inversions of vertical and lateral positions are

comprised by the complex landing states in both directions.
The compensating states from the landing risk field and ref-
erence model are introduced into the command signals. The
positions of the aircraft are determined by the landing state
deviations, integrated with landing risk and air wake, so the
landing safety is increased by this paper.
Remark 3: The compensating states of the air wake com-

ponents and landing risk are introduced into the APCS loop,
attitude angle rate loop, attitude angle loop, and position loop
of ACLS control law. Therefore, the landing state deviations,
air wake disturbance, and landing risk can be eliminated in
the rolling optimization process.

VI. ANALYSIS OF STABILITY OF ACLS
The PID with appropriate parameters could maintain system
stability, which is proved by many references and practical
applications. There are several control loops in this paper, and
APCS loop is taken for instance here. According to the APCS
control signals, there is the following equation:{

1V̇ = −RV
1V = Vcmd − V − Vf − Vxair

(31)

The control strategy proposed by this paper is:

RV = KP1V + KI

∫ t

0
1Vdτ + KD1V/1t (32)

Eq. (32) is substituted into Eq. (31), and 1V is satisfied:

1V̈ + KP1V̇ + KI1V = 0 (33)

The equation above is an exponential stable error sys-
tem. When the initial approach velocity deviation satisfies
1V (0) = 1V̇ (0) = 0, then 1V (t) ≡ 0, ∀t > 0. Therefore,
the NDI control system of APCS could track the desired
approach velocity. Otherwise, 1V (t) converges to 0 within
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FIGURE 12. Diagram of control principle for attitude angles.

FIGURE 13. Diagram of control principle for aircraft positions.

FIGURE 14. A semi-physical landing simulator.

exponential rate. Other NDI loops are similar as the APCS
loop, which is not described here due to the space limitation.

VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
The verification of the proposed algorithm by this paper
is completed on a semi-physical simulator, as shown by
Fig. 14. The nonlinear landing model, the reference model,
and the NDI control law are realized byMatlab software. The
three-dimensional scene and evaluation analysis modules of
the landing process are realized by Vega Prime 6.0 and Visual
Studio 2010. The network communication is introduced to
finish data interactions of simulator and other modules.

This paper completes three cases of simulations, i.e., one is
the proposed method by this paper, and the second one is not

FIGURE 15. Approach velocity curves.

FIGURE 16. AOA curves.

considering the landing risk factors and air wake disturbance,
and the third one is model predictive control considering sub-
jective landing risk from [19]. For an accurate comparison,
the same control parameters of the first two simulations are
acquired, and the weights of state and control terms in the
third method are adjusted to satisfy the initial conditions. The
simulating curves are marked by ‘‘The proposed method’’,
‘‘No risk and reference model’’, and ‘‘MPCmethod’’, respec-
tively. The initial vertical and lateral deviations are respective
15 m and 5 m, and initial values of other states are the
equilibrium values. The comparing curves in the simulations
are shown below.

Figs. 15−16 show the comparison curves of the approach
velocity and the AOA. First of all, the velocity and AOA of
the proposed method reach the desired values more quickly
than the compared methods. Second, the overshoot of the
proposed method after steady states is less than that of the
compared methods. In addition, the effect of eliminating air
wake through the proposed method is slightly better than
the compared methods due to the compensating states of the
reference model. The MPC method is weak in reducing dis-
turbance. In Fig. 17, the sideslip angle curve of the proposed
method is less than the compared methods after 4 seconds,
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FIGURE 17. Sideslip angle curves.

FIGURE 18. Roll rate curves.

FIGURE 19. Pitch rate curves.

which is caused by the introduction of the sideslip angle in
the NDI loop of attitude angle. Especially, the sideslip angle
of MPC method is greater than the proposed method.

The comparison curves of the attitude angle rates are
described by Figs. 18−20. The rapidity of the roll rate, pitch
rate and yaw rate through the proposed method is a little more
optimal than the second method, and much more optimal
than the MPC method. The more rapid attitude angle rates

FIGURE 20. Yaw rate curves.

FIGURE 21. Roll angle curves.

FIGURE 22. Pitch angle curves.

are controlled, the more excellent effect control augmentation
system performs. Therefore, the deviations of the roll angle,
pitch angle, and yaw angle are more quickly reduced by
the proposed method than the compared methods, as shown
by Figs. 21−23. Especially, the overshoots of the pitch and
yaw angles by MPC method is greater than other methods.
Therefore, the consideration of the compensating states of
landing risk is more effective than the compared method.
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FIGURE 23. Yaw angle curves.

FIGURE 24. Lateral position curves.

Figs. 24−25 show the lateral and vertical positions. The
proposed method eliminates the vertical deviation faster than
that of the compared methods, and the vertical deviation by
MPCmethod is greatest in these three methods. Furthermore,
the lateral position overshoot of the proposed method is much
less than the compared methods. There are two reason of this
phenomenon. First of all, the control of yaw angle is included
in the lateral position loop. Second, the compensating states
of the air wake and landing risk are introduced into the
position loops. It looks like that the lateral deviation curve
is more smooth and steady than that of the proposed method,
but the MPC method does not eliminate the lateral deviation
in time so that the effect of MPC method is not good. There-
fore, the method investigated by this paper could control the
aircraft position more effectively and safely. Fig. 26 shows
the landing risk curves. Due to the same initial condition,
the landing risks of the first 5 seconds in these three methods
are nearly same. However, the proposed method introduces
the compensating states of the high-dimension risk field so
that the landing risk is eliminated step by step. By con-
trast, the landing risk of MPC method and another compared
method is abnormally high from 5 s to 8 s and 6 s to 15 s,
respectively. This condition is very dangerous for the aircraft

FIGURE 25. Desired and actual vertical position curves.

FIGURE 26. Landing risk curves.

safety. Furthermore, the simulated landing time is 25 s, which
is based on the glide slope length and aircraft velocity. The
actual time is about 10 s. Therefore, the algorithm proposed
by this paper can simulate landing process in real time.
Remark 4: The proposed method, a NDI method without

considering the landing risk and air wake, and aMPCmethod
considering the subjective landing risk are simulated and
compared in this paper. The robustness, the ability of elim-
inating air wake disturbance and landing risk, and rapidity
of control system are improved significantly by the proposed
method. The control effect of this paper is more effective than
some previous literatures.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper constructs an ACLS control law, utilizing an
innovative NDI control method with the compensating states.
The control law integrated considers the coupling of the
longitudinal and lateral loops, the landing risk, and the air
wake disturbance. This paper proposes a high-dimension
field of the landing risk and a reference model to calculate
the compensation states, which are introduced into the control
structure to improve the control effects. From the comparison
in the simulations, the following conclusions are acquired:
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(1) The landing mission could be completed through the
proposed method, and the performances of the longitu-
dinal and lateral loops are all excellent. The simulation
curves prove that the proposed method solves the com-
plicated coupling problem.

(2) Based on the experiences of the pilots, the landing risk
field considers multi-landing states and fully reflects
the current and future landing danger factors.

(3) The introduction of the compensating states from the
high-dimension landing risk field and the reference
model, increase the rapidity and robustness of the con-
trol system. According to simulated step, the whole
simulated landing time, and actual time spent by the
computer, the landing risk and air wake disturbance
can be reduced in real-time, and the algorithm of this
paper can realize the control in real-time.. Furthermore,
the landing state deviations, landing risk, and the air
wake disturbance are eliminated more obviously than
the previous reference.

Through the simulated comparison, the method proposed by
this paper can actively eliminate disturbances due to compen-
sate the corresponding states, and decrease the nonlinearity
effects based on the NDI method. This paper considers some
mainly complex influences of landing process, and realizes
the precise control target.

This paper does not considering the deck motion
compensation, which will be researched in the future
work.
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